French Summer school

French for studies

Prepare for your studies in France - learn about what is expected of you, work on group projects, practise listening and note-taking skills, giving presentations, interpreting data, essay and report-writing.

Practical challenges and presentations linked to scientific studies: learning the methods specific to higher education in France and expectations of team work, learning scientific and professional vocabulary.
A module dedicated to different specialities: architecture, design, veterinary, wood sciences...

Discovery of everyday French culture, face to face with the French, with communication challenges such as street surveys, treasure hunt, photo journalism.

Fun while learning language and culture: making a film, a photo story, acting in your own play...

Assistants

The assistants are there to welcome you and help you settle in.
They can help with language practice and games, learning student slang, and give you tips on studying in France.

They are also on hand to help with administrative papers, or just for a chat if you're a bit lonely. In the evenings and weekends, they help you set up sports activities, organise trips, and parties.
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